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We  p r e f e r  t o  p a i r  a l l  o u r  G & T s  w i t h  Fev e r- Tr e e 
P r e m i u m  To n i c  Wa t e r s .  W i t h  t h e i r  c a r e f u l l y 

s e l e c t e d  n a t u r a l  b o t a n i c a l s  a n d  p e r f e c t 
c a r b o n a t i o n ,  Fev e r- Tr e e  t o n i c s  h a v e  b e e n  c r a f t e d 

t o  e n h a n c e  t h e  t a s t e  o f  g i n . 

S i m p l y  s e l e c t  a  g i n  a n d  t h e n  ch o o s e  y o u r  t o n i c .



LONDON DRY GINS 

AVIATION GIN 
Made in the full bodied Dutch Style with 
100% corn neutral spirit.

ARBIKIE KIRSTY’S GIN
Notes of black pepper, blueberries,lemon 
citrus, liquorice and juniper. The finish 
is exceptionally smooth – fades slowly 
reminding the palate of the 
fantastic balance.

BEDROCK GIN
Fresh citrus essences are superbly 
complemented by a classic juniper 
undertone.

BEEFEATER LONDON DRY
Complex and juniper forward with 
a hint of spice.

BEEFEATER 24 GIN 
This super premium gin from Beefeater 
presents a complex character, with 
infusions of rare teas and botanicals 
steeped over 24 hours.

BLACKWOODS VINTAGE DRY GIN 
Juniper core with strong fresh citrus 
undercurrent.

BLOOM GIN 
Delicate notes of chamomile and 
honeysuckle. 

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN 
Aromatic with bright citrus notes.

BOUTIQUE-Y GIN - MOONSHOT
An out-of-this world experience, as each 
botanical in this gin has been sent into 
near space and then vacuum distilled for 
freshness and elegance.

BROOKLYN GIN
Crisp, clean and balanced, this craft spirit 
from New York offers bright fruit notes 
supported by a bold juniper backbone which 
lingers through the smooth, dry finish.

BULLDOG GIN 
Gentle juniper with spice and herbs. 
Botanicals include French lavender and 
dragon eye.

DAFFY’S GIN
Smooth and vibrant with lively citrus and 
Lebanese mint.

DEATH’S DOOR GIN 
An evolving juniper front is followed by a 
spiced middle and cooling fennel finish.

GIN LANE 1751 VICTORIA PINK GIN
A bold taste of juniper, balanced with 
refreshing citrus notes, the herbs and 
spices introduce a slightly bitter character.

JINZU GIN
Unusually combines gin with distilled sake, 
cherry blossom and yuzu fruit. 

GIN



MASONS DRY YORKSHIRE GIN 
Using Harrogate Spring Water, this is a 
distinctive gin with herbal notes and a 
junipery citrus core.

MONKEY 47 GIN 
47 botanicals make for an unrivalled 
complexity. Crisp with a sweet floral aroma.

NO.3 LONDON DRY GIN 
A bold gin with juniper at the heart, citrus 
notes and warming cardamom.

NO. 209 GIN 
Orange with warming coriander, whilst the 
juniper remains subtle.

PLYMOUTH GIN 
Extremely smooth, creamy and full-bodied 
with a slight sweetness. On the nose there 
is a rich, fresh aroma of juniper followed by 
notes of coriander and cardamom.

ROCK ROSE GIN
An alluring botanical selection including 
locally harvested rhodiola roses, rowan 
berries, sea buckthorn, 
blackberries and verbena.

SIPSMITH LONDON DRY GIN 
Exceptionally well balanced with a classic 
juniper front. 

SILENT POOL GIN
Rich, clean juniper-led spirit with floral 
layers of lavender and chamomile. 

TANQUERAY LONDON DRY GIN 
Clear and poignant juniper aromas with a 
light spice.

TANQUERAY NO.10 GIN
Exceptionally and uniquely distilled with 
fresh citrus.

THE BOTANIST GIN 
This gin has a citrus freshness that excites 
and stimulates the taste buds!

WILLIAMS CHASE ELEGANT CRISP GIN  
Elegantly fresh and pleasingly potent. Crisp 
with a delicate aroma. 

WILLIAMS GB GIN 
A Gin that has hints of Dark Chocolate and 
lemon then rich spices.

WHITLEY NEILL GIN
Smooth with rich juniper and citrus 
combined with notes of potpourri 
and exotic spice.

OLD TOM GINS

BATHTUB OLD TOM GIN
A recreation of the popular 17th century 
style gin – a gentle sweetness adds to the 
classic juniper body. 



HAYMAN’S OLD TOM GIN 
Old Tom style gin. Botanically intensive with 
an  aromatic nose and a light sweetness. 

JENSEN’S OLD TOM GIN 
Unusual in that it is an unsweetened Old 
Tom style gin. Woody liquorice with a hint of 
orange peel.

FRUITY & FLORAL GINS

BROCKMANS GIN 
Juniper is complemented by unique 
blueberry and blackberry flavours that 
deliver a distinctive fruit taste. 

BOODLES MULBERRY GIN
Inspired by the traditional sloe gin liqueur, 
Boodles Mulberry is a fresh interpretation 
of a British classic.

BOUTIQUE-Y GIN COMPANY
SPIT ROASTED PINEAPPLE
Authentic pineapple sweetness, with waves 
of sharp citrus and slightly earthy juniper. 
Sugar caramelising in a pan with a 
stick of cinnamon.

BOUTIQUE-Y GIN COMPANY 
CHERRY GIN
This gin has the succulent fruity sweetness 
of cherry, a touch of spice, and a slight 
citrus tang.

BUSS NO.509 PEACH GIN
Fresh and fruity, this Persian peach 
flavoured gin includes a selection of sweet 
botanicals including  juniper, orange and 
vanilla.

BUSS NO.509 PINK GRAPEFRUIT GIN
Featuring red Californian grapefruit, this 
citric gin is bright and flavorsome with 
botanicals including angelica, orange and 
cardamom.

DACTARI
Herbaceous juniper, complimented by the 
aniseed and coriander. Sweet citrus peels 
grow, alongside fruity grape and 
subtly oily nuttiness.

FOUR PILLARS BLOODY SHIRAZ GIN
Thick, juicy berry notes, underpinned by 
hints of peppery juniper and earthy herbs. A 
light hint of Christmas-y spices lingers.

HENDRICK’S GIN
Delightfully infused with cucumber 
and rose petal.

J.J. WHITLEY NETTLE GIN
Chopped basil, oily juniper, crushed 
coriander, forest floor and a subtle spark of 
citrus peels.

MASONS LAVENDER GIN
Dry lavender notes upon the nose, creating 
a rather soft and subtle experience, 
followed by a slight fennel aroma.

MONKEY 47 SLOE GIN 
A sloe gin from Black Forest gin makers 
Monkey 47, combining sloe berries with 
their excellent 47 botanical gin to create a 
rich and cloudy liqueur.

SIPSMITH SLOE GIN 
Cassis comes through with soft cherry hints 
and a rounded fruitiness. Velvety mouthfeel 
and balanced sweetness.



SHARISH BLUE MAGIC 
Combination of strawberry and raspberry 
notes up front, to give a sweet, refreshing 
flavour profile.

WARNER EDWARDS ELDERFLOWER GIN
Sweet notes of elderflower are gently 
enhanced with a crisp juniper hit.

WARNER EDWARDS RHUBARB GIN
A big hit of rhubarb, soft citrus, pecans and 
caramel. This could easily be a sipping gin 
served ice cold.

WILLIAMS CHASE SEVILLE ORANGE GIN 
Beautifully sweet Seville marmalade 
throughout. 

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER GIN
Subtly tart with clear rhubarb influence. A 
twist of orange sweetness and herbaceous 
coriander brings balance to the palate.

WHITLEY NEILL QUINCE GIN
Apple-sharp, Pear-sweet high notes to 
the smooth English gin base, for a unique 
alluring taste.

5TH GIN FIRE
A sweet and almost silky Gin that is inspired 
by ancient and romantic understanding of 
the atmosphere.

SPICED & HERBACEOUS GINS

ALKKEMIST GIN
Distilled in Spain, this herbaceous gin 
includes thyme, fennel and mint botanicals. 
Expect bursts of orange and lemon.

BATCH 
Lovely combination of both bitter and sweet 
from this Gin.

BATHTUB GIN 
Botanicals are infused in a high quality 
pot-distilled grain spirit, lending a tint to the 
final spirit which is clean, fresh and packed 
with flavour. 

COPPERHEAD GIN
Plenty of citrus on the nose with citrus and 
a warming touch of spicy cardamon on the 
palate. Juniper lingers on the finish.

FAIR BARREL AGED GIN
Soft and delicate palate moving to a fresh, 
strong juniper flavor with an exquisite 
balance of selected spices.

FOUR PILLARS SPICED NEGRONI
Highly aromatic, rich and spicy gin with 
great power and intensity.

GIN MARE 
A herbaceous taste of the Mediterranean 
with rosemary and basil.

GINRAW GIN
Citric led with subtle spicy and smoky notes.



INDIAN SUMMER SAFFRON INFUSED GIN
Smooth and sweet with spiced orange peel, 
coriander, pink peppercorns and lemon zest 
wrapped in a blanket of saffron.

MASONS YORKSHIRE TEA GIN
Plenty of dry Yorkshire tea notes blast 
through, with fresh aniseed making an 
appearance upon the long finish.

OPIHR GIN 
Pronounced ‘o-peer’. Strongly spiced with a 
warmth of black pepper and cubebs. 

X-GIN
With a hint of cocoa and the tiniest whiff 
of vanilla, X-Gin’s pure and soft aromas 
provoke an intense feeling of pleasure.

MANCHESTER GINS

FAITH & SONS GIN
Lemon and orage with a fragrant waft of 
white flowers.

MANCHESTER GIN 
Honey-vodka based gin creating a sweet and 
floral awakening. 
Expect a herbaceous finish.

MANCHESTER THREE RIVERS
Sweet and creamy with juniper, vanilla and 
a warming finish.

MANCHESTER GIN RASPBERRY EDITION
Fruity premium Gin that is refreshing 
and pleasing.

THOMAS DAKIN GIN
A classic style single gin, with juniper and 
citrus notes with a hint of horseradish.

ZYMURGORIUM MANCHESTER 
MARMALADE GIN
A plethora of orange-y sweetness with a 
hint of peppery juniper.

ZYMURGORIUM ORIGINAL MANCHESTER GIN
A complex and rich gin, with the main 
ingredient being honey—quite unique.

ZYMURGORIUM ORIGINAL 
MANCHESTER SLOE GIN
A rich and evocative sloe gin, with fragrant 
prune notes.

ZYMURGORIUM SWEET VIOLET GIN
A sweet violet pastel taste and scent infused 
with 20 botanicals.



FEVER-TREE MIXER

PREMIUM INDIAN TONIC WATER
Uniquely fresh tasting with subtle and 
supportive citrus notes that are perfectly 
balanced by natural quinine.

NATURALLY LIGHT TONIC WATER
By using fruit sugars, Fever-Tree have 
created an all-natural, low calorie tonic with 
58% fewer calories.

ELDERFLOWER TONIC WATER
Soft, subtle flavours of freshly handpicked 
elderflower give a perfect balance to the 
tonic's natural quinine.

MEDITERRANEAN TONIC WATER
By using rosemary and lemon-thyme from 
the shores of Provence, Fever-Tree have 
created a unique tonic with a delicately 
sweet herbaceous taste. 

AROMATIC TONIC WATER
Made using South American angostura bark, 
Fever-Tree have created a unique tonic 
water that can be enjoyed in a Pink G&T or 
as a sophisticated soft drink on its own.

GINGER BEER
A blend of three different rare and unique 
ginger roots have been used to make an 
authentic fiery ginger beer.

GINGER ALE
Made with a blend of three rare and unique 
gingers to give an incredibly aromatic 
ginger ale.

SICILIAN LEMONADE
By blending 'sfumatrice' lemon extracts 
with the finest Sicilian lemons, Fever-Tree 
have crafted a perfectly balanced cloudy 
lemonade.
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